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1

Introduction

1.1

Memorandum Purpose
The purpose of this State of the Corridor memorandum is to depict the general existing
conditions along the Federal Boulevard corridor and the defined study area for the
Denver Moves: Federal project. This report is direct, reliant on visualizations and
summary tables, and builds upon the previous planning work of the 2017 Federal
Boulevard Corridor Plan (Corridor Plan) as well as other local and regional plans.

1.2

Context
This State of the Corridor report informs the Denver Moves: Federal project, which is
focused on identifying lasting improvements to transit service and access along the
Federal Boulevard corridor within the City and County of Denver (the City).
Led by the City and County of Denver, the Denver Moves: Federal project will identify
and analyze transit options along the corridor and examine how these options can better
serve the communities that make this corridor vibrant and multi-faceted. The alternatives
analysis conducted during this project is designed to position the corridor for relevant
funding opportunities and advance the corridor toward a sustaining transit vision.

1.2.1 Memorandum Organization and Map Compendium
Following the introduction, this memorandum is organized into three sections that
provide background and context for the corridor relevant to alternatives development and
analysis, as well as two appendices. These sections are:
State of the Corridor’s Transit Service – Includes analysis of existing transit
service availability, quality/performance, and ridership.
State of the Corridor’s Multimodal Connections and Land Use Influences–
Includes information on facilities serving modes other than transit (walking, biking,
and driving) as well as safety and land use context.
State of Corridor’s Communities– Includes an overview of the socio-economic
characteristics of the communities adjacent to Federal Boulevard.
Appendix: Appendix: Relevant Plan Summary – Includes listing of relevant plans,
studies, and projects. Also contains narrative summaries of notable efforts.
Appendix: Map Compendium – Includes map-based visualizations of data and
analysis contained elsewhere in the document.
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The map compendium serves as the repository for all maps included in the document.
For ease of reference, the maps have been compiled together in a tabloid-sized format to
maintain a reasonable viewing size and proper orientation of the Federal Boulevard
corridor.

1.2.2

Study Area and Termini
The primary focus of this study is Federal Boulevard within the City and County of
Denver. However, because mobility needs are not confined by jurisdictional boundaries,
the analysis of transit alternatives contained herein includes both a capital study area
and an operational study area. The capital study area, which stops at City boundaries,
focuses on capital infrastructure improvements. The operational study area extends into
adjacent jurisdictions, where improved transit operations and connections may be
appropriate to benefit the overall network. Examination of areas outside of the City
requires close coordination and consultation with the adjacent jurisdictions, and these
partnerships will be instrumental in implementation of any agreed-upon improvements.
A detailed justification for the proposed termini and corresponding study areas for both
capital and operational limits can be found in the Purpose and Need memorandum. A
map of these study areas is available in the map compendium Figure 7-1.

Capital Study Area
The capital termini set the boundaries for infrastructure and stop area improvement
investments within the City and County of Denver. The preliminary southern terminus is
the Loretto Heights campus (South Federal Boulevard and West Floyd Avenue) and the
preliminary north boundary is the Regis University campus (North Federal Boulevard and
West 52nd Avenue). The corresponding capital study area includes the areas within onehalf mile of the roadway alignment for most data analysis (exceptions are noted as
needed).

Operational Study Area
The operational study area sets the boundaries for the overall transit service within the
region. The operational southern terminus is located at the Englewood Light Rail Station.
The northern terminus is the Westminster Station (connecting to RTD’s B Line commuter
rail). The corresponding study area is handled in the same way as for the capital area
(meaning, generally, within one-half mile of the roadway alignment).
Jurisdictions other than the City and County of Denver within the operational study area
include the cities of Sheridan, Englewood, Westminster, Federal Heights, as well as
Arapahoe and Adams Counties. Additional capital improvements sponsored by
neighboring jurisdictions or other regional transportation providers may be completed
within the operational study area, but will not be the subject of specific recommendations
emerging from the Denver Moves: Federal project.
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State of the Corridor’s Transit Service
From a mobility standpoint, the Federal Boulevard corridor serves transit users in much
the way it serves vehicular users – it is Denver’s primary north/south arterial on the west
side.
The nearest transit corridors with north/south service traveling more than one mile are:


West (1.5 miles from Federal): Sheridan Boulevard, which is primarily served by
route 51.



East (Varies from 0.75 miles to two miles from Federal): Light rail tracks that
generally follow the Platte River and carry the C, D, E, F, and H lines.

There are currently no routes that serve the entire length of the Federal Boulevard
corridor. The route 31 runs north of the Decatur-Federal Station. Routes serving corridor
segments south of this station include the 29, 30, 30L, 36, and 36L.
Overall, Federal Boulevard has the second highest transit ridership of any corridor within
the limits of the City and County of Denver (behind East Colfax), and is third highest on a
riders-per-mile basis (behind East Colfax and Broadway/Lincoln).
The remainder of this section highlights existing service and stop/station quality,
utilization, and operational performance.

2.1

Existing Routes
A total of 39 transit routes travel within one-half mile of the Federal Boulevard corridor
(within the limits of the operational study area, which goes from Englewood Station in the
south to Westminster Station in the north). Six of these serve the corridor, which is to say
that they travel more than a few stops on or adjacent to Federal Boulevard. These routes
are visualized in Figure 7-2 and listed in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1: Transit Routes Serving or Intersecting Corridor
Route

Name

Service Type

1

1st Avenue

Metro Local

3

Alameda Avenue

Metro Local

4

Morrison Road

Metro Local

9

West 10th Avenue

Metro Local

10

East 12th Avenue

Metro Local

11

Mississippi Avenue

Metro Local

12

Downing / N Washington

Metro Local

14

West Florida Avenue

Metro Local

Serves
Corridor?
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Route

Name

Service Type

Serves
Corridor?

15L

East Colfax Limited

Metro Local

16

West Colfax Avenue

Metro Local

16L

West Colfax Limited

Metro Local

20

20th Avenue

Metro Local

21

Evans Avenue

Metro Local

28

28th Avenue

Metro Local

29

Riverbend

Metro Local

Yes

30

South Federal Blvd

Metro Local

Yes

South Federal Limited

Metro Local

Yes

31

Federal Blvd

Metro Local

Yes

32

West 32nd Avenue / City Park

Metro Local

35

Hampden Avenue

Metro Local

36

Fort Logan

Metro Local

Yes

Fort Logan Limited

Metro Local

Yes

38

West 38th Avenue

Metro Local

44

44th Avenue

Metro Local

51

Sheridan Blvd

Metro Local

52

W 52nd Avenue / South Bannock

Metro Local

72

72nd Avenue

Metro Local

87L

South Wadsworth Limited

Metro Local

99L

South Kipling Limited

Metro Local

101

Light Rail C-D-E-F-H Lines

Light Rail

103

Light Rail W Line

Light Rail

South Simms Express

Metro Regional

South Broadway

Metro Local

CV

Pine Junction / Conifer / Denver

Metro Regional

EV

Evergreen / Aspen Park / Denver

Metro Regional

113

B-Line

Commuter Rail

113

G-Line

Commuter Rail

30L

36L

116X
0

Source: RTD
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2.1.1

Routes Serving the Corridor
One of RTD’s primary measures of service performance is boardings per in-service hour.
This measures the productivity of the route (or generally how many trips it serves on a
relative basis). Among the six routes serving the corridor, the 31, 29, and 30 are all
higher than the districtwide average for their service category, while the 36L, 36, and 30L
are lower. This measure is broken down by route in Table 2-2. Overall, routes serving the
Federal corridor have 35 boardings per in-service hour, which is 20% higher than the
district average.

Table 2-2: Corridor Transit Route Service Performance Characteristics (2018)
Route

Boardings

In-Service Hours

Boardings per In-Service Hour
Total

Difference from
district average*

31

2,021,476

53,784

38

30% higher

29

223,029

6,293

35

23% higher

30

371,088

12,403

30

4% higher

36L

194,284

6,524

30

7% lower

36

139,750

5,338

26

9% lower

30L

97,113

3,561

27

15% lower

Total

3,046,740

87,903

35

20% higher

Source: RTD
*Note: Differences are calculated from average performance for applicable service class (CBD Local and Urban
Local, which have the same average boardings per hour). Source: RTD 2018 Family of Service Tables and Charts
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2.1.2

Corridor Stops and Stations
There are approximately 350 bus or rail stops within one-half mile of the Federal
Boulevard corridor (as measured using the operational alignment). Existing RTD
inventory of amenities at these stops shows that approximately one-third are currently
ADA accessible, and only one in four has a bus pad, while a little more than half have
benches.
In 2019, a joint effort between the City, WalkDenver, and graduate students in the
University of Colorado Denver’s Urban and Regional Planning program conducted a
detailed assessment of stops along Federal Boulevard. Their work, which included a
visual inventory of stops along Federal Boulevard along with rider interviews, generally
details the need for addressing gaps in basic amenities (such as benches and bus pads)
throughout the corridor. In addition, the study found significant opportunity for broader
improvements, such as improved landscaping.
Approximately 9,000 people board the six routes serving the Federal Boulevard corridor
on the average weekday. Route 31 serves the majority of these riders (5,700). A
complete breakdown of ridership within the project’s capital limits (including those
already on buses entering the corridor) is shown in Table 2-3.
The corridor experiences consistent ridership throughout the day, with a notable increase
in boardings during the PM peak hours (3 p.m. to 6 p.m.). During this time, both routes
36L (which predominantly serves a commuting schedule) and route 31 (which offers allday service) experience their highest ridership. A breakdown of boardings by route and
time period is shown in Figure 2-1.

Table 2-3: Corridor Ridership on Average Weekday
Route
29: Riverbend

NB Entering
Corridor

SB Entering
Corridor

NB Within

SB Within

162

103

N/A

269

30: South Federal Blvd

84

840

87

270

30L: South Federal Limited

75

120

N/A

96

N/A

2,482

696

2,508

95

44

N/A

119

36L: Fort Logan Limited

119

196

111

245

Total

534

3,786

894

3,507

31: Federal Blvd
36: Fort Logan

Source: RTD runboard data (2018)
Note: 9,400 boardings district-wide
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Figure 2-1: Boardings per Hour by Route (Average Weekday)
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
AM Early

AM Peak

Midday

PM Peak

PM Evening

PM Late

31: Federal Blvd

30: South Federal Blvd

30L: South Federal Limited

29: Riverbend

36L: Fort Logan Limited

36: Fort Logan

Source: RTD runboard data (August 2019-January 2020)
Note: Reflects entire route, not just stops within corridor. AM peak = 6 a.m. to 9 a.m.; midday = 9 a.m. to
3 p.m.; PM peak = 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.).

2.2

Ridership: All Corridor Routes
The locations with the most boardings are the Decatur-Federal Station and the transfer
center at Federal Boulevard and Evans Avenue. Relative ridership for all stops within
one-half mile of the corridor is visualized in Figure 7-3. The 15 locations with the
corridor’s highest ridership are listed in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4: Top Stops/Stations by Average Weekday Boardings (2019) Within Corridor
Rank

Stop/Station Name

Bus

Rail

Total

1

Decatur / Federal Station

3,170

522

3,692

2

S Federal Blvd/W Evans

2,683

-

2,683

3

Englewood Station

712

1,096

1,808

4

Westminster Station

86

733

819

5

S Federal Blvd/W Alameda Ave

260

-

260
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Rank

Stop/Station Name

Bus

Rail

Total

6

Clear Creek - Federal Station

-

259

259

7

Knox Station

-

203

203

8

S Federal Blvd/W Louisiana Ave

180

-

180

9

W Alameda Ave/S Federal Blvd

172

-

172

10

W Holden Pl/Federal Blvd

164

-

164

11

W Evans Ave/S Clay St

155

-

155

12

Federal Blvd/W 27th Ave

140

-

140

13

S Federal Blvd/W Florida Ave

122

-

122

14

Decatur St/W Holden Pl

114

-

114

15

S Federal Blvd/W Mississippi Ave

96

-

96

Source: RTD (2019 data)

2.3

Speed and Reliability
Despite high overall ridership, existing transit service along the corridor does not offer
competitive service for most users. Routes serving the corridor can be unreliable, with
buses reaching their stops approximately two minutes behind schedule on average
during peak commuting hours. This analysis is based on RTD’s 2018 Priority Corridor
Analysis, and includes routes 30, 30L, and 31. Schedule deviation for buses at the 50th
percentile ranges from 0:51 to 5:22 at AM and PM peak hours (depending on direction
and route).
When there is little or no traffic congestion, transit riders can expect to spend almost 50%
more time traveling along the corridor as compared with people in cars. This suggests
that stop spacing and location relative to intersections, as well as traffic signal cycles,
could be altered to make transit travel more competitive with car travel. This analysis is
based on RTD general transit feed specification data from January 2020. Auto travel time
was estimated using Google maps, and both data points use the 6.4 miles from the
Federal/Evans transfer station to 38th Avenue (approximately the alignment of Route
31). Note that travel time includes in-vehicle only.
In addition, variations in general traffic have a significant impact on transit travel. During
the PM peak hours (3 p.m. to 6 p.m.), the average northbound local bus route serving the
Federal Boulevard corridor takes more than 11 minutes longer than it does when there is
no traffic – a 27% increase in travel time. About half of that additional time comes from
delay in the travel lanes, and the other half is spent loading and unloading passengers.
The change in transit travel time from 5 a.m. to AM and PM peak hours, broken down by
dwell and travel lane time, is shown in Figure 2-2.
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S-Bound

PM Peak

S-Bound

AM Peak

N-Bound

PM Peak

N-Bound

Figure 2-2: Variation in Transit Travel Time (Compared with No Traffic
Condition)

AM Peak

0

2

4

Additional Dwell Time

6

8

10

12

14

Additional Time in Travel Lane

Source: RTD runboard data (August 2019-January 2020)
Note: Numbers reflect average runs for all local routes serving the corridor (29, 30, 36, and 31)

3

State of the Corridor’s Multimodal
Connections and Land Use Influences
While Federal Boulevard plays an instrumental role in the region’s transit network, the
roadway as it currently exists prioritizes vehicle traffic. Federal Boulevard also serves as
a portion of Colorado State Highway 88 from West Belleview Avenue (south of City
limits) to West Colfax Avenue. From that point north, it doubles as United States
Highway 287, beyond the City’s northern boundary all the way to 120th Avenue.
Federal Boulevard is classified as an arterial, which (according to 2017 City engineering
standards) generally means it is characterized by at least four vehicular travel lanes and
minimal or no on-street parking.
While there are sidewalks along almost the entire corridor, their width and accessibility
varies. The City’s bicycle network includes several crossings of Federal Boulevard, but
does not include facilities designed for travel along the roadway alignment.
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The broader capital study area includes a mixture of residential and commercial land
uses, with the latter concentrated along Federal Boulevard itself as well as key
perpendicular corridors such as Alameda Avenue and W 32nd Avenue. There are several
existing or planned mixed-use developments along the corridor.
The following sections provide additional details on the state of travel for various nontransit modes relationships to the existing and future land uses. Understanding how
people move throughout the corridor using all modes will help to inform transit
alternatives development, identify potential transit stop locations, or where improvements
in the multimodal network are needed to support connectivity to transit.

Construction and Proposed Projects
The Federal Boulevard corridor is the site of extensive project activity.

Mobility
In terms of mobility, various City departments, Xcel Energy, and partner agencies are
engaged in more than twenty projects in the planning, design, or construction phases as
of early 2020. These projects include changes to the infrastructure and operations of
Federal Boulevard itself.
The implication of this activity for Denver Moves: Federal is that the corridor is dynamic,
and as a long-term transit alternative begins to enter project development phases,
coordination with other projects will be critical to implementation of a holistic vision for the
corridor.

Land Use
From a land use perspective, there are a number of large-scale projects in various
phases of project development. In keeping with the City’s land use goals, much of the
development along the corridor focuses on a mixture of residential and commercial uses
(example projects include the redevelopment of the Loretto Heights campus as well as
the Stadium District near Empower Field at Mile High).
The evolution of land use along Federal Boulevard generally represents increased
density and the growth of commercial activity, both of which are likely to create more
demand for transit in the future.

3.2

Vehicular and Roadway Facilities
Lanes, Existing Right-of-Way, and Speed
Along Federal Boulevard, the existing right-of-way ranges between 80 to 100 feet,
including sidewalk, curbs, and all travel lanes. The far northern and southern portions are
generally narrower than the central section of the corridor. The corridor ranges between
four to six travel lanes, with turn lanes dispersed throughout. The roadway currently has
some center medians, predominantly between 6th Avenue and I-70. Traffic signals are
spread throughout the corridor at major intersections. Travel lanes and traffic signal
locations are presented in Table 3-1 and Figure 7-4.
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Table 3-1: Travel Lanes and Existing ROW Characteristics (2020)
Average Number of Lanes

Average Speed Limit

Average Amount of
ROW (including
sidewalks)

W Floyd Ave to W Jewell Ave

4 lanes

40 mph

85 feet

W Jewell Ave to W Howard Pl

5 lanes

35-40 mph

94 feet

W Howard Pl to W 20th Ave

6 lanes

35 mph

82 feet

W 20th Ave to W 52nd Ave

4 lanes

35 mph

90 feet

Locations

Source: City and County of Denver, Open Data Catalogue, 2020; Federal Boulevard Corridor Existing Conditions
Report, 2016

Traffic Volumes and Congestion
While existing roadway capacity is generally sufficient to accommodate vehicular travel
demands, Federal Boulevard contains some traffic bottlenecks, particularly in the City’s
northern segment. The 2017 Corridor-Wide Study found that annual average daily traffic
approached or exceeded 40,000 vehicles per day (based on 2015 counts) in some
sections, with the highest volumes observed near the intersections of 5th and 2nd
Avenues. Total daily volumes are depicted in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6.
These volumes are generally approaching or exceeding the daily capacity of an average
four-lane road, although factors such as signal spacing, the availability of turning lanes,
and other operational features can impact capacity. As noted in the Corridor-Wide Study,
traffic conditions meet or exceed roadway capacity in several segments within City limits.
These include the vicinity of the intersections of Federal Boulevard and:


2nd Avenue.



5th Avenue.



23rd Avenue.



Speer Boulevard.



Interstate 70.

Existing Parking Supply and Utilization
The only on-street parking on Federal Boulevard in the capital study area is located in
Jefferson Park neighborhood along two block faces (between 23rd Avenue and 25th
Avenue). Both of these block faces are on the east side, serving north bound traffic. All
ten spaces are categorized as two hour parking and have an overall determined
occupancy of 48% when surveyed over a three day period in 2016. Adjacent streets to
Federal Boulevard contain areas of two hour on-street parking.
There are many surface parking lots adjacent to Federal Boulevard, mainly serving strip
mall developments. The location of surface parking lots within the corridor is presented in
Figure 7-4.
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3.3

Pedestrian Network
Federal Boulevard is an important link in the City’s pedestrian network. The Blueprint
Denver plan identifies the entire length of Federal Boulevard as a pedestrian priority
route, and several cross streets near the corridor are also on the network (Figure 7-7).
Within the study area, sidewalks are generally available to pedestrians along Federal
Boulevard and adjacent streets. The major impediment along Federal Boulevard for
pedestrians are narrow sidewalks, which are prevalent throughout the corridor, lengthy
distances between crosswalks, and driveway accesses that prioritize turning vehicles
over pedestrian movement.
Because of a confluence of these factors, several areas within the capital study area are
particularly challenging for pedestrians to navigate. As identified in the City’s Denver
Moves: Pedestrians and Trails plan, these include the Westwood, Athmar Park,
Highlands, Sunnyside, Regis, Mar Lee, Harvey Park, Loretto Heights neighborhoods.
While several planned and ongoing projects will improve pedestrian accessibility within
the corridor, current sidewalk widths do not meet City standards on many of the streets
connecting to Federal Boulevard, especially in the southern part of the City. In addition,
there are several segments along Federal Boulevard where pedestrians must travel long
distances (between one-quart and one-half mile) between traffic signals. Recent City
efforts to address these issues include a “pop-up” demonstration of traffic calming
techniques as well as signal timing reconfigurations detailed in Section 3.7. Additionally,
the City and its partners have secured funding to address sidewalk gaps, improve green
infrastructure in the southern segment of the corridor, and continue the Vision Zero effort
at select intersections.

3.4

Bicycle Network
Federal Boulevard itself is not part of the City’s existing or planned bicycle network.
However, this network includes several crossings of Federal Boulevard, as well as
parallel routes along certain segments of the corridor. A map of the bicycle priority routes
as identified in Blueprint Denver is presented in Figure 7-7.
The existing bicycle network within the capital study area includes a mixture of formal
bike lanes, shared roadways (also called sharrows), and trails. The current bicycle
network includes bike lanes along 50th Avenue (partial buffered bike lane), 29th Avenue,
2nd Avenue, and Florida Avenue. Shared roadways are also present within the capital
study area, including along Dartmouth Avenue, Kentucky Avenue, 1st Avenue, 10th
Avenue, 17th Avenue, 23rd Avenue (partial bike lane), 35th Avenue, and 46th Avenue.
There are no bicycle facilities along Federal Boulevard itself, and parallel routes lack
north-south connectivity, especially on the west side of the study area. The parallel
routes include shared roadways along Clay Street, Eliot Street/Mile High Stadium West
Circle/Decatur Street, Zuni Street, Knox Court (bike lane and neighborhood bikeway),
Irving Street, and Hazel Court.
Additionally, there are trails within the corridor that run east and west. These include
West Harvard Gulch Trail, Sanderson Gulch Trail, Weir Gulch Trail, and Lakewood Gulch
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Trail. These trails and bicycle facilities within the study area connect to the South Platte
River Trail which serves as a major north-south connector within the City. A map of
existing bicycle facilities is presented in Figure 7-8.

3.5

Land Use and Development Patterns
Land use and transit opportunities are mutually beneficial components of an alternatives
analysis. Enhanced transit can support access to/from existing land use nodes; while
new development potentially spurs increased demand for transit. Transit ridership is
directly influenced by service to key activity centers including retail, schools, public
services, etc. The Federal Boulevard corridor is a major arterial that serves regional
needs on the west side of the metropolitan area. However, it is equally important as a
local connection, indicated by the wide range of local serving clusters of businesses and
residential land uses. This is a corridor of various land uses, serving a wide range of
community and regional needs.

Current Land Use
Currently, significant portion of the corridor’s land use is single family or low density,
multifamily residential. Commercial land use is centered along major streets, including
Federal Boulevard itself, Colfax Avenue, 38th Avenue, Alameda Avenue, and Evans
Avenue. Public uses such as higher education campuses, sports venues, libraries, and
schools are dispersed throughout. There are some industrial uses along the 6th Avenue
corridor. A map of existing land use and identified activity centers can is presented in
Figure 7-9.

Current Activity Centers
Identified activity centers include universities, high schools, major bus transfer centers,
and rail connections. Universities within the study area include Regis University in the
north; high schools include North High School and Lincoln High School; major bus
transfer centers include, the Evans Transfer Station and the Decatur-Federal Station; rail
connections include the West Light Rail line at the Decatur-Federal Station. Additionally,
concentration of retail or other employment, and residential units could be considered as
a driver of activity, particularly during peak travel periods during weekdays. Other areas
such as Empower Field at Mile High draws many people during game days, but is not a
constant traffic generator due to the infrequency of events held at the stadium.

Future Development
Blueprint Denver outlines future places for the City and County of Denver. These do not
specify the exact development, but provide generalized guidelines future development
should follow. As with the existing land use, most of the study area will contain low
density residential. Higher density residential is planned around Colfax Avenue, Speer
Boulevard, the Loretto Heights redevelopment, and Regis University campus. The
majority of the adjacent parcels next to Federal Boulevard are identified as “Community
Corridors,” which include mixed use developments containing residential, employment,
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dining, and shopping. These are meant to be street oriented with active ground floors.
Regional and community centers are mixed use sites with larger scale development.
Emphasis on multimodal connections, especially transit-oriented-development are
encouraged for these centers. A map showing the future development within the capital
study area is presented in Figure 7-10.

3.6

Transit Markets
In order to better understand the kinds of trips that could be served by future transit
service, the project team conducted a travel demand analysis of select locations along
the Federal Boulevard corridor. The flow of trips passing through the intersection of
Federal and 32nd Avenue are shown Figure 7-11 as an example of the nature of this
analysis.
What this travel analysis revealed was the origins and destinations of vehicle trips along
the corridor, particularly at the AM and PM peak hours. This is important, because it
suggests the ways future transit service could encourage less use of single-occupancyvehicles for commuting, which is a key focus of the City’s Mobility Action Plan. Table 3-2
summarizes this analysis, averaging the results at the eight modeled locations along the
corridor.

Table 3-2 Summary of Select Link Analysis Results
Existing Trip Type (Car Only)

AM Peak

PM Peak

Trips starting within walk/roll distance of corridor

32%

33%

Trips ending within walk/roll distance of corridor

35%

35%

Trips completely within walk/roll distance of corridor

6%

7%

Trips possible with first/last mile connections

24%

25%

Source: Select Link Analysis of DRCOG Focus travel demand model. Results reflect an average of eight locations
dispersed along corridor.

The critical takeaways from this “select link analysis” are as follows:
1. First and last mile connections are critical. Because there are no major singlepoint concentrations of employment or residential destinations along Federal
Boulevard, it stands to reason that many trips will require some connection to those
concentrations. The travel demand model confirms this logic, suggesting that only
five percent of all trips could be completed entirely within walking or rolling distance
of Federal Boulevard itself. However, a much greater percentage – approximately
one in four – start and end within one or two miles of the corridor. This suggests that
any future transit service should emphasize “first and last mile connections” such as
bike facilities or micromobility service connections.
2. Federal Boulevard is a two-way corridor. There is almost no difference in the flow
of travel along Federal Boulevard in the AM peak as compared with the PM peak.
This observation pairs with the previous note regarding the lack of concentrated
employment destinations, and is further confirmed by an online survey conducted as
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part of this project (with over 200 participants) revealing that stakeholders rely on
Federal Boulevard for non-commute trips at least as much as for commute trips. The
implication of this finding for future transit service is to understand that a) service
patterns should not focus on peak hours and b) amenities should be focused on
recreational and community-based activity at least as much as commuting.
3. North Federal Boulevard is a cut-through for regional trips. A significant number
of trips along Federal Boulevard between Speer Boulevard and US-36 (beyond City
boundaries) start and end on one of the highway facilities nearby: I-25, I-70, I-76, and
US-36. This suggests that this northern segment of the corridor serves many “cutthrough” trips. If vehicular capacity were reduced along this segment, these trips
would be unlikely to re-route through neighborhood streets, because the highways
are likely to offer more expedient service.

3.7

Safety
Federal Boulevard is the site of a disproportionate number of serious crashes (those
where one or more people sustained serious injuries or was killed). Between January
2013 and June 2020, there were 212 serious crashes on Federal Boulevard within City
limits, which is 8 percent of all such crashes citywide. During the same time period, there
were 769 serious crashes involving pedestrians (10 percent of the citywide total) and 255
serious crashes involving bicyclists (5 percent of the citywide total).
For context, Federal Boulevard comprises approximately 3 percent of the City's major
roadway mileage (defined as roadways classified as arterials). Table 3-3 shows the
breakdown of serious crashes across modes, organized by neighborhood.

Table 3-3: Serious Crashes along Federal Boulevard by Neighborhood
(January 2013 to June 2020)
Total Serious
Crashes

Serious Pedestrian
Crashes

Serious Bike Crashes

Barnum

26

1

2

Mar Lee

22

7

1

Harvey Park

17

7

0

Sun Valley

17

10

0

Harvey Park South

16

7

0

Westwood

15

7

2

Berkeley

14

4

1

Villa Park

13

3

1

College View - South Platte

11

7

1

Regis

10

4

0

Chaffee Park

9

5

0

Neighborhood
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Total Serious
Crashes

Serious Pedestrian
Crashes

Serious Bike Crashes

Ruby Hill

9

6

0

Sloan Lake

8

1

3

West Colfax

6

4

0

Valverde

5

3

0

Highland

4

2

0

Athmar Park

3

0

0

Jefferson Park

3

0

1

West Highland

3

1

1

212

79

13

2749

769

255

8%

10%

5%

Neighborhood

Total
Citywide Total
Percentage of City Crashes on
Federal Boulevard

Note that “serious crashes” include those where one or more people was seriously injured or killed, as captured by
the Denver Police Department’s record of traffic accident offense. Source: City and County of Denver, Open Data
Catalogue, 2020

Previous studies, as well as ongoing City-wide programs, have conducted extensive
study of safety conditions along Federal Boulevard. The 2017 Corridor-Wide study found
that there were nearly 5,000 crashes along Federal Boulevard within City limits between
2010 and 2015, with severe crashes concentrated in the southern segment of the
corridor as well as the intersections off 8th and 28th Avenues and the Decatur-Federal
Station.
The corridor has been a primary focus of the City’s Vision Zero efforts over the last
several years. The results of a Citywide Speed Limit Evaluation Study informed targeted
infrastructure improvements along Federal Boulevard, including pedestrian indicators,
leading pedestrian intervals, and signal timing modifications at ten locations along South
Federal Boulevard. These targeted improvements contributed to a 17 percent reduction
in crashes in 2018 and 2019 (as compared with 2016 and 2017).
Despite the recent progress, outreach efforts conducted by the City and its partners
indicate that pedestrian safety remains a significant concern along the corridor. As an
overarching transit vision begins to take shape, monitoring the state of safety will be a
critical consideration. This study will pay particularly close attention to areas where
pedestrians face more dangerous conditions because of the connection between walking
and/or rolling and transit.

4

State of the Corridor’s Communities
The following section details the current and projected demographics of the communities
served by Federal Boulevard. This includes analysis of income levels and racial
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distribution, as well as population density, employment, age, number of household
vehicles available, and affordable housing units.

4.1

Population
As of 2020, there are approximately 119,000 people living in the capital study area
(meaning within one-half mile of Federal Boulevard within City limits). This represents 3.5
percent of region’s population (as defined by the metropolitan planning organization
boundaries). The study area is expected to add 14,000 new residents by 2040.
The current population density for the capital study area is 7,700 people per square mile
– 60 percent more than the city-wide average.
The operational study area (which extends the northern limit to the Westminster
commuter rail station and the southern limit to the Englewood light rail station) is home to
150,000 people, or 4.4 percent of the region’s population. Table 4-1 and Figure 7-12
present a complete breakdown of current and future population statistics.

Table 4-1: Population Characteristics (2020 and 2040)
Total
Population

Percent of
Region’s
Population

Rate of
Growth

Rate of
Annual
Growth

Population
Density (per
square mile)

2020
Capital Study Area

118,808

3.46%

7,659

Operational Study Area

149,791

4.37%

6,716

City/County of Denver

732,779

21.37%

4,741

3,429,089

-

316

Capital Study Area

132,325

3.06%

11%

0.57%

8,530

Operational Study Area

170,806

3.95%

14%

0.70%

7,658

City/County of Denver

854,748

19.78%

17%

0.83%

5,530

4,322,177

-

26%

1.30%

398

MPO Region
2040

MPO Region

Source: DRCOG UrbanSim Model, 2020 and 2040 Estimates; by TAZ

While population is relatively evenly dispersed throughout the corridor, there is
somewhat greater residential density in the northern part of the city Sloan’s Lake, West
Highlands, and Highlands neighborhoods.
The areas expected to experience the most growth over the next two decades are the
Regis and Valverde neighborhoods.
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4.1.1

Population by Age and Sex
The most prevalent age group within the corridor is 30 to 39 year olds. The most
significant difference between age groups in the capital study area compared with the
city as a whole is those under 19. Generally speaking, this shows that there are a greater
number of families with school-age children along Federal Boulevard than elsewhere in
the City. Table 4-2, Figure 4-1, and Figure 4-2 below show the break-down of the capital
study area population by age and sex.

Table 4-2: Percent of Population by Age and Sex (2017)
Capital Study Area
Males

Females

City
Total

Males

Females

Total

Under 9 years

7%

7%

14%

6%

6%

12%

10 to 19 years

7%

6%

13%

5%

5%

10%

20 to 29 years

8%

8%

15%

9%

9%

18%

30 to 39 years

9%

9%

19%

10%

9%

19%

40 to 49 years

7%

7%

14%

7%

6%

13%

50 to 59 years

5%

5%

11%

6%

5%

11%

60 to 69 years

4%

4%

8%

4%

5%

9%

70 to 79 years

2%

2%

4%

2%

2%

4%

80+ years

1%

2%

2%

1%

2%

3%

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017); by Census Tract

Figure 4-1: Study Area Population by Age and Sex (2017)
12,000

8,000

4,000

0

4,000

Under 9 years
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30 to 39 years
40 to 49 years
50 to 59 years
60 to 69 years
70 to 79 years
80+ years
Males
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Females

8,000

12,000

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017)

Figure 4-2: City and County of Denver Population by Age and Sex (2017)
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50 to 59 years
60 to 69 years
70 to 79 years
80+ years

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017)

4.1.2

Racial and Ethnic Identity
The half-mile adjacent to Federal Boulevard has a similar racial profile to the City Table
4-3, Figure 4-3, and Figure 7-14 show the racial makeup of the population within the
capital study area population.
In terms of ethnic identity, the communities along Federal Boulevard are home to
considerably more people per capita who identify as Hispanic. In fact, the majority of
people in the capital study area are of Hispanic origin (54%), while this population makes
up a little under a third of the City’s overall population. The breakdown of ethnicity along
the corridor is shown in Table 4-4, Figure 4-4, and Figure 7-14.

Table 4-3: Population by Race (2017)
Race
White alone

Capital Study Area

City

98,265

80%

521,481

77%

Black or African American alone

4,885

4%

64,466

10%

American Indian and Alaska Native alone

1,638

1%

6,537

1.0%

Asian alone

4,628

4%

24,433

4%

75

0.06%

993

0.15%

10,286

8%

37,216

5%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone
Some other race alone
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Race

Capital Study Area

Two or more races
Total

City

2,632

2%

23,341

3%

122,409

100%

678,467

100%

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017); by Census Tract

Figure 4-3: Population by Race: Federal Boulevard Corridor and City (2017)
Two or more races
Some other race alone
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
alone
Asian alone
American Indian and Alaska Native alone
Black or African American alone
White alone
0%
City

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Study Area (Capital)

Source: American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates 2013-2017

Table 4-4: Population by Hispanic Origin (2017)
Capital Study Area

City

Not Hispanic or Latino

56,765

46%

471,367

69%

Hispanic or Latino

65,644

54%

207,100

31%

122,409

100%

678,467

100%

Total

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017); by Census Tract
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Figure 4-4: Population by Ethnicity: Federal Boulevard Corridor and City (2017)
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Source: American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates 2013-2017

4.1.3

Income
Households within the capital study area have a median income of $50,000 per year,
which is $16,000 (or 24 percent) less than the City average of $66,000. Table 4-5 and
Figure 7-15 break down median household income within the corridor.
Among neighborhoods within the study area, West Highlands has the highest median
household income ($88,014 per year). Other higher-income areas within the corridor are
the Berkeley and Highland neighborhoods. The corridor’s neighborhood with the lowest
median household income is Sun Valley ($9,578 per year). Other lower-income areas
include the Westwood and West Colfax neighborhoods.

Table 4-5: Medium Household Income (2017)
Median Household Income

Percent Comparison

Capital Study Area

$49,444

76%

City

$65,338

100%

Source: American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates (2013-2017); by Census Tract

4.2

Employment
Approximately 50,000 people work within the capital study area (compared with nearly
120,000 people who live there). As of 2020, the Federal Boulevard corridor (within City
limits) includes 2.4 percent of the region’s employment. The study area is expected add
10,000 new jobs by 2040.
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The current employment density for the capital study area is just over 3,000 jobs per
square mile, which is roughly comparable to the city-wide average. By 2040, there is
projected to be about 57,000 jobs in the capital study area. Table 4-6 and Figure 7-13
the current and future employment information.
Currently, the corridor’s highest employment density occurs in the vicinity of Regis
University and the Jefferson Park neighborhood. The areas with the most expected
employment growth in the future are the Mile High Stadium District and the Loretto
Heights Campus, with an 82 percent increase and 40 percent increase in employment
expected by 2040, respectively.

Table 4-6: Employment Characteristics (2020 and 2040)
Total
Employment

Percent of
Region’s
Employment

Rate of
Growth

Rate of
Annual
Growth

Employment
Density (per
square mile)

2020
Capital Study Area

47,702

2.63%

3,075

Operational Study Area

66,497

3.66%

2,981

536,453

29.53%

3,471

1,816,937

-

167

Capital Study Area

57,119

2.40%

20%

0.99%

3,682

Operational Study Area

83,233

3.50%

25%

1.26%

3,732

649,996

27.32%

21%

1.06%

4,205

2,379,240

-

31%

1.55%

219

City/County of Denver
MPO Region
2040

City/County of Denver
MPO Region

Source: DRCOG UrbanSim Model, 2020 and 2040 Estimates; by TAZ

In terms of business type, the Federal Boulevard corridor includes significantly more
small businesses (i.e. those with fewer than 50 employees) than the City as a whole. A
breakdown of employers by firm size is shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Employers by Firm Size: Federal Boulevard Corridor and City
(2017)
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Source: LEHD and US Census

The largest industry sector in the capital study area is construction, which represents 13
percent of jobs based within the corridor. By comparison, only four percent of all jobs
within the City are in the construction industry. Within the corridor, accommodation and
food services (which includes restaurants, bars, and hotels) are the second most
common industry, with 12 percent of jobs.
In general, there are far more jobs per capita in manufacturing and
arts/entertainment/recreation within the study area than the city-wide average. A
breakdown of the ten most common industries within the capital study area is shown in
Table 4-7.

Table 4-7: Federal Boulevard Corridor Employment by Industry (2017)
Rank

NAICS Industry Sector

Jobs
(within capital
study area)

Share of Job
Type
(within capital
study area)

Share of Job
Type
(city-wide)

1

Construction

6,364

13.1%

4.4%

2

Accommodation and Food Services

5,796

11.9%

12.2%

3

Health Care and Social Assistance

5,166

10.6%

11.5%

4

Administration and Support, Waste Management
and Remediation

4,592

9.4%

7.7%
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Rank

NAICS Industry Sector

Share of Job
Type
(within capital
study area)

Jobs
(within capital
study area)

Share of Job
Type
(city-wide)

5

Wholesale Trade

4,213

8.6%

6.6%

6

Retail Trade

3,986

8.2%

7.6%

7

Manufacturing

3,927

8.1%

5.0%

8

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

3,143

6.5%

2.3%

9

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

2,498

5.1%

12.2%

10

Educational Services

2,251

4.6%

3.1%

Source: LEHD and US Census

The City’s long-range planning identifies several possible changes to the kinds of
commercial land use along the corridor, generally shifting away from vehicle-oriented,
“strip mall” retail with large parking lots, and toward mixed-use development designed to
encourage pedestrian and transit access.

4.3

Vehicles and Housing

4.3.1

Household Vehicles Available
Those without access to a vehicle are much more likely to rely on transit. Within the
capital study area, there are over 5,000 households (12 percent) with no access to a
vehicle. This represents 19 percent of all such households within City limits. Figure 7-15
and Table 4-8 below illustrate the number of vehicles per household within the capital
study area.

Table 4-8: Household Vehicle Characteristics (2017)
Number of Vehicles

Percent of Households in the
Capital Study Area

Percent of Households in the City

No vehicle available

12.1%

10.1%

1 vehicle available

34.5%

40.9%

2 vehicles available

36.0%

35.5%

3 vehicles available

12.0%

10.0%

5.4%

3.5%

4 or more vehicles available

Source: American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2013-2017); by Census Tract

The Sun Valley neighborhood has the highest rate of no-car households (43 percent of
households within the census tract). Twenty-five percent of West Colfax’s households
and 19 percent of Ruby Hill’s households also do not have access to a vehicle.
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4.3.2

Affordable Housing
Within the capital study area, there are over 6,360 affordable housing units (according to
data collected from the City and County of Denver’s Department of Housing Stability).
This comprises 26.1 percent of total affordable housing units within the entire city.
Affordable housing units make up 14 percent of total housing units within the capital
study area, meaning the Federal Boulevard corridor has twice as many affordable
housing units per capita than the City as a whole. Figure 7-16 and Table 4-9
demonstrate the complete breakdown of affordable housing units.

Table 4-9: Affordable Housing Characteristics (2020)

Capital Study Area
City

Percent of City’s
Affordable Units that
are Within Study Area

Affordable Housing
Units

Percentage of Housing
Units that are
Affordable

46,274

6,360

14%

26.1%

325,959

24,353

7%

-

Total
Households

Source: Household data from DRCOG UrbanSim; affordable housing from City and County of Denver, Department of
Housing Stability, 2020; by Census Tract

Within the capital study area, the Ruby Hill has the most affordable housing units (17
percent units within the corridor and 4 percent of all such units City-wide). West Colfax
and Sun Valley neighborhoods also have a high share of the affordable housing within
the corridor. Finally, the Lincoln/La Alma Park neighborhood is home to a large number
of affordable housing units, although it is less immediately served by Federal Boulevard
from a transit perspective, because I-25 serves as a barrier between the two.

4.4

Community Summary
The Federal Boulevard corridor serves some of the most diverse communities in the City.
While it is home to a greater concentration of both residences and jobs than the Citywide average, the corridor is not defined by major centers.
The capital study area (approximately one half-mile in either direction of Federal
Boulevard within City limits) is characterized by the following key findings:


It represents 5 percent of City land, 15 percent of the City’s population, and 10
percent of the City’s jobs.



More than half of the population identifies as Hispanic or Latino.



The rate of affordable housing (as a percentage of total housing units) is double the
City-wide average.



Nearly 40 percent of businesses employ fewer than 50 people.



The most common industries include construction, food services, and health care.
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5

Previous Studies and Community Input
A detailed overview of relevant plans, studies, and projects can be found in the
Appendix: Relevant Plan Summary appendix. Key insights from these efforts inform all
sections of this existing conditions analysis. However, a small number of plans are
especially critical to the development of transit alternatives for Federal Boulevard. The
relevant insights from these foundational studies are summarized in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Relevant Takeaways from Foundational Plans
Lead
Agency

Year

Recommendations Related to Transit on Federal Boulevard

Federal
Boulevard
Corridor-Wide
Study

Denver

2017

Recommends transit enhancements and reliability improvements, stop
consolidation, and pedestrian and bicycle access and safety improvements

Denver Moves:
Transit

Denver

2018

Identifies Federal Boulevard as a high-capacity transit corridor, with the
following specific recommendations:






Reliability:
o

Business access and transit (BAT) or dedicated transit lanes.

o

Queue jumps/bypass lanes.

o

Transit signal priority.

Stops and Stations
o

Evaluate stop consolidation.

o

Off-board fare payment.

o

Mobility hub at Federal and Evans.

Sense of Place
o
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Sidewalk, landscaping, and placemaking amenities.

Service Span and Frequency
o

Five to ten minute frequency during peak hours.

o

Fifteen minute frequencies during daytime hours.

o

Thirty minute frequencies from 5 a.m. to 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. to 1
a.m.

BRT Feasibility
Study

Lead
Agency

Year

Recommendations Related to Transit on Federal Boulevard

RTD

2018

Identifies Federal Boulevard as a top-tier candidate corridor for BRT
improvements. The alignment analyzed as part of the study extends from
120th Avenue in the north to Englewood light rail station in the south.
Key performance indicators for the corridor include:


Approximately 40% of the corridor is expected to be severely
congested in 2040.



Approximately six anticipated BRT boardings per revenue-mile.



Approximately 20 anticipated BRT passenger miles traveled per
revenue mile.

From a viability perspective, the study notes the following:

Vision Zero
Action Plan

Denver

2017



Right-of-way viability is generally good in the southern portion of the
City (from Alameda Avenue to Yale Avenue) as well as the far northern
segment (from 52nd Avenue north), while space for BRT is a greater
challenge elsewhere – particularly between Alameda Avenue and
Colfax Avenue.



Within City limits, “very likely” to gain policy, planning, staff, capital
funding, and elected official support.

Identifies the entire length of Federal Boulevard as part of the City’s HighInjury Network
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6

Appendix: Relevant Plan Summary
This attachment provides a summary of relevant plans and studies. These plans either
directly inform the direction of Denver Moves: Federal or are part of the foundation for
planning that has led the City to the development of this transit-focused study. Many of
these plans are referenced in the body of the State of the Corridor report.

6.1

List of All Relevant Plans
This is a working list of all plans, studies, and other projects that inform Denver Moves:
Federal in any way. This database is meant to be updated as the project moves toward a
preferred alternative.

City-Wide and Regional Plans
City and County of Denver
Blueprint Denver: An Integrated Land Use and Transportation Plan (2019)
Denver Living Streets Initiative (2014)
Denver Moves: Enhanced Bikeways (2016)
Denver Moves: Pedestrians and Trails (2019)
Denver Moves: Transit (2019)
Denver Retail Conditions and Opportunities Study (2013)
Denver Strategic Parking Plan (2010)
Strategic Transportation Plan (2008)
Transit-Oriented Denver (2014)
Vision Zero Action Plan (2017)

Partner Agencies
BRT Feasibility Study, RTD (2018)
Metro Vision, DRCOG (2017)

Small Area Plans, Studies, and Projects
Ongoing
Transit Speed and Reliability Improvements on Federal Boulevard
Federal Boulevard Safety Improvements - Vision Zero and Related Projects
Colfax Cloverleaf Interim and Next Steps Study
South Federal Green Infrastructure Project and Sidewalk Rehabilitation
Sun Valley EcoDistrict
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Resurfacing and Reconstruction Projects
Federal Boulevard Traffic Signal Upgrades
Federal Boulevard Repurposing of Acceleration and Deceleration Lanes
Federal Boulevard Pedestrian Refuge Project

Previous
Athmar Park Perimeter Plan (2000)
Decatur-Federal Station Area Plan (2013)
Federal Boulevard Corridor-Wide Study (2017)
Federal Boulevard Corridor Plan (1995)
Federal Boulevard (5th to Howard) Planning and Environmental Linkage (2009)
Federal Boulevard (5th to Howard) Environmental Assessment (2014)
Federal Boulevard Improvements 5th Ave. to Howard Place Construction Project (2018)
Federal Boulevard (Alameda to 6th) Environmental Assessment (2007)
Federal Boulevard Transit Stop Survey and Analysis – CU Denver in partnership with
Walk Denver (2019)
Jefferson Park Neighborhood Plan (2005)
Loretto Heights Small Area Plan (2019)
Over the Colfax Clover and Viaduct (2018)
Sunnyside Neighborhood Plan (1992)
Stadium District Master Plan (2019)
West Colfax Neighborhood Plan (1987)
Valverde Neighborhood Plan (1991)
Valley Highway Environmental Impact Statement (2006)
Villa Park Neighborhood Plan (1991)
Westwood Neighborhood Plan (2017)

6.2

Summary of Key Plans and Studies
The plans below include those with substantial implications for the planning of long-range
transit alternatives for Federal Boulevard.

Federal Boulevard Corridor-Wide Plan (2017)
The Federal Boulevard Corridor-Wide Plan (and accompanying existing conditions
report) was created to serve as a guiding document for the City and County of Denver,
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CDOT, RTD, and Federal Boulevard stakeholders for future projects. The plans identified
challenges and opportunities for multimodal safety, aesthetics, and economic success
along the corridor. Eight critical success factors were identified through the public
comment process. These factors were identified as needing to be accomplished in order
to meet the study’s vision for the corridor. These critical success factors include:


Improve multimodal safety.



Improve mobility for all modes of travel.



Create a seamless network linking all modes of transportation.



Improve the pedestrian experience.



Provide an environmentally sustainable future.



Provide an economically and socially sustainable future.



Create and support synergy with local investments.



Celebrate local businesses, residents and cultures.

The plans break down opportunities and recommendations by mode. Pedestrian
recommendations address connectivity and safety issues, including implementing safety
infrastructure, adding more space to the public realm (i.e. sidewalks), increasing
pedestrian crossing times, installing new medians, and extending parkway features along
the corridor. Recommendations concerning cycling along the corridor are geared to
increasing trail and bicycle route connections to and across Federal Boulevard. These
improvements include grade separated crossings, multi-use paths along the corridor
near key transit hubs and business destinations, bicycle signal detection and signal
phasing, added bike parking, and protected intersections. The plans identify vehicular
improvements such as traffic calming measures, speed enforcement, additional raised
medians, protected left-turn phases, balanced signal cycle lengths for all modes, and
reduced visual clutter and signage. Additional recommendations are geared toward a
cohesive boulevard aesthetic, creation of destination districts, branding of the corridor,
and implementation of “quick-win” pilot projects identified in the plan.
The Federal Boulevard Corridor Plan also identifies high capacity transit along the
corridor with incremental improvements. These include piloting of bus-only lanes during
peak periods where existing right-of-way and lane configuration allow, improve the stop
and station amenities to create a better customer waiting environment, optimize and
restructure existing service along the corridor, and improve transit patron access, safety,
and connections.

Denver Moves: Transit (2019)
Denver Moves: Transit identified Federal Boulevard as one of Denver’s high capacity
transit investment corridors. Qualities of high capacity transit corridors include frequent
service (five to ten minutes during peak commute times, 15 minutes during off-peak time,
seven days a week), exclusive transit lanes, specially branded high capacity transit
vehicles, enhanced stops and stations (shelters, real-time arrival signage, fare collection
technologies), multimodal transportation connections, passenger loading zones, transit-
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oriented development surrounding stations, and high-quality street design and
placemaking. Other major arterials were identified for high capacity transit service along
with Federal Boulevard.

RTD Regional BRT Feasibility Study (2018)
RTD’s Regional BRT Feasibility Study categorized Federal Boulevard as a top tier
candidate for BRT service within the Denver metro area. Some indicators that put the
corridor in the top tier include ridership, available right-of-way, traffic congestion, and
community support.

RTD Transit Priority Analysis of Select Corridors (2018)
RTD’s Transit Priority Analysis of Select Corridors analyzed key corridors in the District
to identify specific transit-priority recommendations. These recommendations were
designed to reduce bus travel time and variability, improve stop locations, and integrate
transit stops to improve accessibility.

Blueprint Denver (2019)
Blueprint Denver sets a city-wide vision for future projects. These vision statements are
as follows:


Equitable, Affordable, and Inclusive - Denver should be an equitable, inclusive
community with a high quality-of-life for all residents, regardless of income level,
race, ethnicity, gender, ability, or age.



Strong and Authentic neighborhoods - Denver’s neighborhoods should be complete,
unique, and reflective of our city’s diverse history



Connected, Safe, and Accessible Places - Denver should be connected by safe,
high-quality, multimodal transportation options.



Economically Diverse and Vibrant - Denver should be a global city with a robust
economy that reflects the diversity or our community.



Environmentally Resilient - Denver should be a thriving, sustainable city connected to
nature and resilient to climate change.



Healthy and Active - Denver should be a city of safe, accessible, and healthy
communities.

Both documents also put equity as a main focus for future planning, infrastructure, and
development projects. The City defines equity with three indicators, 1) Access to
Opportunity, including quality-of-life amenities, health, and quality education; 2)
Vulnerability to Displacement, including stabilization of residents and businesses in
relation to increasing property values and rents; 3) Housing and Jobs Diversity, including
an inclusive range of housing and employment options within neighborhoods.
In addition to the defined vision and emphasis on equity, Blueprint Denver and the
Comprehensive Plan outlines the elements of a complete neighborhood. These elements
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work together with a complete transportation network to provide access to daily needs for
all residents. Elements of a complete neighborhood are comprised of land use and built,
mobility, and quality-of-life infrastructure. Additionally, the plans outline three types of
implementation actions, including regulations, investments, and partnerships. The items
described in these plans are meant to provide a framework for future projects that can be
adapted to the local needs and conditions of specific area.

Metro Vision – Denver Regional Council of Governments (2017)
As the regional planning authority, the Denver Regional Council of Governments
(DRCOG) produces the regional comprehensive planning document called Metro Vision.
Much like Blueprint Denver and the Denver Comprehensive Plan, Metro Vision is
intended to guide future projects under a singular vision. Metro Vision’s main themes
include the following:


An efficient and predictable development pattern.



A connected multimodal region.



A safe and resilient natural and built environment.



Healthy, inclusive and livable communities.



A vibrant regional economy.



Future development plans.

Neighborhood Planning Initiative
Community Planning and Development within the City and County of Denver launched
its Neighborhood Planning Initiative (NPI) to produce small area plans for the entire city
over the course of 10-14 years. This project groups adjacent neighborhoods into 19
planning areas, each of which are to be completed in an 18-24 month timeline. Each
small area plan will utilize city-wide plans such as Blueprint Denver and the Denver
Comprehensive Plan 2040 as guiding documents.
The city has categorized each neighborhood based on need including previous planning
efforts and publication date of previous plans, impact on the neighborhood, funding,
efficiency, and geographic equity. Currently, the City is conducting the West NPI
(including the West Colfax, Villa Park, Barnum West, Barnum, Valverde, and Sun Valley
neighborhoods) and the Near Northwest (Chaffee Park, Sunnyside, Highland, and
Jefferson Park neighborhoods). Other planning areas along the Federal corridor are
planned for later phases (Far Northwest, Southwest and Far Southwest NPI Areas).
Located along Federal Boulevard and Floyd Avenue, the Loretto Heights campus has
served as a higher education institution in southwest Denver since 1891. After the
closing of the campus and sale of the land in 2018, the campus has been slated for
redevelopment. The Loretto Heights Small Area Plan was published in 2019 and sets the
guiding principles and long-range vision for the future development of the site.
Redevelopment will include a mix of housing types (suburban single-family; low-density
multi-family such as rowhomes; to urban medium-density, multi-family), community
center, preservation of historic campus, community and retail corridor, and parks/open
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space. The redevelopment of the campus is also focused on equity, building from
Blueprint Denver and the Denver Comprehensive Plan.
Additionally, a need to prioritize multimodal transportation was acknowledged. Federal
Boulevard and Dartmouth Avenue were identified as potential transit priority streets.
Improvements along these corridors may include operational improvements, high
capacity vehicles, dedicated bus lanes, and enhanced bus stops/stations.

Over the Clover (2018)
Over the Colfax Clover is a planning effort led by the West Colfax business improvement
district that brings together community members, local technical experts and
jurisdictional stakeholders to develop proposed designs to replace the existing
interchange of Federal Boulevard and Colfax Avenue.
The recommended long-term configuration of the interchange includes creating an atgrade intersection on the west side of the existing right-of-way with mixed-use
development in the remaining space.

Stadium District Master Plan (2019)
The development of the southern parking lots of the Metropolitan Football Stadium
District (MFSD) are defined in the Stadium District Master Plan, adjacent to Colfax
Avenue and Federal Boulevard. The plan outlines creating a vibrant, mixed-use
neighborhood from the existing surface parking lots. Guiding principles within the plan
include: diversify uses and experiences, build quality places, connect neighborhoods,
grow access to public space, and enhance the public realm. These principles are
realized through a mix of uses, including housing and retail, flexible spaces for festivals,
public events, etc., multimodal priority for bicyclists and pedestrians, massing that
increases density but is still at a human-scale. Additionally, the plan proposed to
increase access to the site and to surrounding neighborhoods with multimodal
transportation.

Sun Valley EcoDistrict
The Sun Valley neighborhood is adjacent to the Stadium District and currently contains
many industrial uses, public housing units, and lacks access to quality-of-life amenities
such as groceries. The Sun Valley EcoDistrict Trust (SVED) is the developer entity
leading the district-wide redevelopment of the Sun Valley neighborhood. This nonprofit is
separate but works closely with the Denver Housing Authority (DHA) and the City and
County of Denver staff. SVED is tasked with redeveloping the existing affordable housing
units, as well as creating new mixed-income, mixed-use developments. In conjunction
with the Stadium District redevelopment, the Sun Valley EcoDistrict will add residents
and employment opportunities to this area.
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7

Appendix: Map Compendium
This attachment serves as a compendium of mapped data relevant to the document and
referenced throughout. This compendium is presented in a tabloid sized format to
maintain a reasonable viewing size and orientation of the Federal Boulevard corridor.
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Blank page for printing purposes.
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Figure 7-1: Capital and Operational Study Areas

Figure 7-2: Existing Transit Service

Source: Project Team

Source: RTD
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Figure 7-3: Transit Ridership by Stop (2019)

Figure 7-4: Vehicular and Roadway Facilities

Source: RTD

Source: DRCOG Planimetrics, CCD Centerline Network
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Figure 7-5: Total Daily Traffic Volumes (Southbound)

Figure 7-6: Total Daily Traffic Volumes (Northbound)

Source: DRCOG regional travel demand model

Source: DRCOG regional travel demand model
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Figure 7-7: Future Bicycle and Pedestrian Priority Routes
(2019)

Figure 7-8: Existing and Proposed Bicycle Network (2020)

Source: City and County of Denver, Open Data Catalogue, 2020

Source: City and County of Denver, Open Data Catalogue, 2020
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Figure 7-9: Land Use

Figure 7-10: Future Places

Source: City and County of Denver, Open Data Catalogue, 2020

Source: DRCOG Regional Planimetrics, 2014
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Figure 7-11: Select Link Analysis (32nd Avenue)

Source: DRCOG regional travel demand model
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Figure 7-12: Current and Future Population Density

Figure 7-13: Current/Future Employment Density (2020/2040)

Source: DRCOG UrbanSim Model, 2020 and 2040 Estimates; by TAZ

Source: DRCOG UrbanSim Model, 2020 and 2040 Estimates; by TAZ
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Figure 7-14: Population by Race and Hispanic Origin

Figure 7-15: Median Household Income and Vehicle
Availability (2017)

Source: DRCOG UrbanSim Model, 2020 and 2040 Estimates; by TAZ

Source: American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates (2013-2017); by
Census Tract
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Figure 7-16: Affordable Housing Characteristics (2017)

Source: American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates (2013-2017); by
Census Tract
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